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Acquisition Strategy 

As of 3/31/2016, MSFT had over $105B of Cash & 

Equivalents on the balance sheet, earning a minimal return on 

capital.  Recently, MSFT acquired LinkedIn (LNKD) for 

$26.2B, and financed the deal with corporate debt. 

Applaud the deal but criticize the structure.  Instead of 

acquiring 100% of LNKD, MSFT could have accomplished 

the same objective if it only acquired 51% of LNKD, and 

thereby conserve $13.1B of balance sheet strength to develop 

a much deeper reach into the market. 

If MSFT wants the acquired organization to operate as a 

separate organization and really create a synergy between the 

organizations, then it makes more sense to only acquire 

“control” of the company, not 100%.  If MSFT only acquired 

51% of LNKD and kept the currency (stock) alive in the 

market, then MSFT could have generated these additional, 

stakeholder benefits: 

 Acquiring only control and keeping the currency (LNKD) 

alive in the market provides direct feedback from the 

market on the success or failure of the deal / business 

combination with respect to the integration and expansion 

of products and services. 

 The biggest challenge in a large acquisition is truly 

integrating the operations in a way which creates a 

sustainable synergy between the organizations.  

 Keeping the currency (LNKD) alive in the market, MSFT 

could have used the currency (LNKD) to structure 

agreements with the stakeholders that actually motivate 

the entire organization to really develop the combined 

organization and create a sustainable synergy between the 

organizations.   

 Acquiring only control conserves the balance sheet 

strength, stretches the corporate resources and provides 

the opportunity to develop a significantly, deeper reach 

into a strategic market.  

Applaud the deal – if MSFT truly integrates the strengths of 

LKND into building the brand of MSFT. Too many products 

and services offered by MSFT degrade the MSFT brand 

because (for whatever reason) the offering doesn’t work well.  

Take Office 365 in general, but specifically Outlook.  The 

MSFT design strategy creates a fundamental flaw in the 

application strategy.  Ignore Google and Apple right now, and 

limit the argument to just the Windows operating system.  

How many versions (applications) does MSFT offer to the 

market which essentially provide email, calendar and people 

services to the enterprise and consumer markets?  WAY TOO 

MANY!  This design strategy creates a managerial nightmare, 

a permutation.  And this structure makes it almost impossible 

to create real satisfaction in the market, because invariably 

something will break down along the chain of creating a 

satisfied experience for the user of the service. 

Why has Salesforce (CRM) grown so fast?  CRM essentially 

offers one application to the market, with many sub-services.  

The one application approach makes it easier (efficient) for 

CRM to manage the user experience and provide the market a 

service that consistently works from end-to-end.  

This one application, design strategy applies to Office 365, 

because Office 365 represents the application to ensure a 

satisfied user experience utilizing the MSFT application 

offered to the market: Outlook, Word, Excel, 

PowerPoint…LinkedIn.  Essentially, Office 365 represents the 

glue that ties it-all-together and truly creates a satisfying 

experience for the user, bringing MSFT one step closer to 

realizing one of Satya Nadella’s most important, strategic 

goal: “loving Windows.”           

If the objective is to grow the market, then you have to 

understand the economic drivers of both market segments:  

enterprise and consumer.  MSFT, please consider this 

approach to the market: “serve the consumer and monetize the 

enterprise.”  In other words, give away the consumer service – 

for now – and monetize the enterprise service, providing one 

application to both segments of the market.   

The rationale: “serve the consumer and develop an incredibly, 

valuable market for the enterprise.”  If MSFT builds such a 

market, the enterprise will follow….    

The temporary pricing strategy of “serve the consumer and 

monetize the enterprise” allows MSFT to simplify its 

application strategy, manage the application strategy more 

efficiently, create a truly, satisfying, user experience and 

realize the goal: “loving MSFT.”   

Please visit the Capital Executive LLC website 

(Strategy/MSFT). 
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